Software support tickets contain short and noisy text from the customers. Software products are often represented by various surface forms and informal abbreviations. Automatically identifying software mentions from support tickets and determining the official names and versions are helpful for many downstream applications, e.g., routing the support tickets to the right expert groups for support. In this work, we study the problem of software product name extraction and linking from support tickets. We first annotate and analyze sampled tickets to understand the language patterns. Next, we design features using local, contextual, and external information sources, for extraction and linking models. In experiments, we show that linear models with the proposed features are able to deliver better and more consistent results, compared with the state-of-the-art baseline models, even on dataset with sparse labels.
: An example ticket, with product and version mentions . They are linked to their respective official names.
mentions and correctly linking them to the product and version would benefit the whole process of software support. Applications are automatic ticket analysis and understanding [1, 17] , advanced ticket search [8] and classification [11] , root cause analysis [27] , resolution recommendation [2, 44, 45] , and in-domain knowledgebase construction [37, 40] .
Software support tickets contain both structured information and free text. The latter is user-generated, domain-specific, sometimes ambiguous. Many nouns are homonyms, referring to multiple objects or products. Figure 1 shows a sample labeled ticket, in which "NW" is an abbreviation of SAP NetWeaver. Without mentioning an explicit version, it could mean any version of the SAP NetWeaver family. Hence, contextual information is useful in determining the correct product in the ticket. On the other hand, a product may have multiple aliases created by customers. For example, in our annotated tickets, SAP NetWeaver 7.4 has over 20 different known aliases. Moreover, tickets also contain errors and typos, which are common in user-generated free text.
Existing information extraction applications on IT tickets mainly relies on text syntax and structure patterns, e.g., Part-of-Speech (POS) tags [1, 28, 37] . Studies on other domain-specific named entity extraction and linking problems also focus on using local and contextual information, with little external knowledge explored [30, 36, 39, 41] . In this paper, we present a solution for extracting and linking software product names. Our main contributions are:
• We analyze a collection of manually annotated tickets, for their language patterns, especially on homonyms and synonyms of software product mentions (Section 3).
• We explore multiple resources and techniques in designing a rich set of domain-specific features for software mention extraction and linking. (Section 4).
• We show that linear models using the proposed features, are able to achieve better performance in both tasks, compared with state-of-the-art baselines. (Section 5).
RELATED WORK
Software entity extraction has been studied to understand software usages. Pan et al. [23] propose a bootstrapping method to extract software entities from scientific publications using contextual pattern matching techniques. Compared with research articles, the software tickets we study are informal and noisy. Different features and knowledge sources are required to address the name variations and other irregularities in our problem domain. Ye et al. [42, 43] investigate software-related terminologies (e.g., programming languages, platforms, and APIs) extraction from Stack Overflow 1 questions. Our work differs from theirs as the product names to be extracted do not fit into their categorization. Further, we extend the extraction task by linking the extracted software mentions to a catalog of formal products.
In an e-commerce context, Putthividhya and Hu [30] extract product names and properties from online marketplace listings using a supervised learning approach. Their method also links brand mentions to a catalog and discovers new brands. On the CPROD1 contest dataset [19] , Wu et al. [39] propose a hybrid framework for product mention recognition and linking to a product catalog with a large number of products. Yao and Sun [41] investigate mobile phone names extraction and normalization using a novel semisupervised labeling scheme to generate training data at scale. The weakly labeled data are used to train a Linear Chain CRF model to recognize mobile phone names from online forums.
Focusing on the linking aspect of the problem, Vieira et al. [36] use a binary classifier with features generated by exploring similarities between a mention and the official name and its description. The model is used to determine if a pair of mention and official name is correctly linked. Instead of using versiosn as a supplementary features, we label them along with the product names, and train a model to recognize both as entities.
Our research is also related to analytical IT management systems [1, 12, 13, 29] . Many of these systems only rely on contextual features and patterns for information extraction, e.g., noun phrases extraction. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work studying software product name extraction and linking from support tickets, leveraging both contextual and external information sources.
THE PROBLEM AND DATA ANALYSIS
Given a support ticket, the tasks are to recognize a set of product name mentions M = {m 1 , . . . , m N } from the ticket, and map the mentions to their official names in a pre-defined product catalog P = {p 1 , . . . , p | P | }, i.e., m i → p j . The mention m i is known as a surface form of p j . The mapping process is known as entity linking, also refereed to as normalization by Yao and Sun [41] . A product name mention can be linkable or unlinkable, depending on whether there exists a matching entry in the catalog. In Figure 1 , "ERP" and "NW" are linkable mentions, while "windows" and "MYSQL" are unlinkable products as do not match any official name in P, i.e., not supported by the company. 
Dataset Annotation
To analyze the language usage and patterns, we randomly select and annotate a subset of support tickets from a support system. First, 3 millions anonymized English support tickets are collected. Subsequently, 3,369 from 4 application areas, namely service (SV), basic (BC), finance (FI), and business intelligence (BI), are randomly sampled from the collection to form 4 datasets for manual annotation. The remaining tickets are the unlabeled ticket set. As listed in Table 1 , the minimum, maximum, and average length of tickets in each dataset are similar. In terms of size, BI is considerably smaller than the others. Two domain experts are engaged in annotating the tickets. Both are well briefed on the objectives and given the same product catalog for reference. Instead of having each to label all tickets and resolve differences. The annotators work together remotely to label, verify, and revise the results iteratively to make sure the results are agreed and consistent. Tickets from the 4 datasets are mixed and shuffled before annotation to avoid any bias. We deployed a Brat [34] server, a web-based interactive tool for text data annotation. Tickets are tokenized and labeled with the following:
(1) mentions of software products that are linkable to product catalog (e.g., SAP Netweaver), and their respective official names. (2) mentions of software products that are unlinkable to catalog, e.g., Windows, MySQL; (3) mentions of software versions, and the "version-of" association between a product mention and version mention.
Annotators may use the meta-product information from the input ticket to infer the official names for linking. Meta-product is a categorical entry that is selected when a ticket is being created. For example, in Figure 1 , the first occurrence of "ERP" is linked to 'SAP ERP 6.0' because version "6.0" presents next to it. Similarly, "NW" is linked to 'SAP NetWeaver 7.0' indicated by "7.0". When "ERP" appears without version "6.0" (i.e., the last line in the ticket), the meta-product becomes useful for linking.
Instead of considering versions as part of product names, we label them as a standalone type of entities. In software tickets, versions may precede the product (e.g., ". . . using 7.3 of SAP NetWeaver . . . "), multiple versions may associate with the same product (e.g., ". . . NW 7.0 SP6 Patch2 . . . "), and versions may not appear in the vicinity of a product (e.g., ". . . upgrading from 7.0 to 7.1"). Eventually, each token is assigned with the entity type with a prefix to indicate its the 'B'egin, 'I'nside of an entity mention, or 'O'utside. Total 7 label types are generated from the 3 entity types. 
Dataset Analysis
Entities. The entity level summary of the annotated data is shown in Table 2 . Remarkably, FI has fewer labeled entities compared to SV and BC, despite having the similar sizes. SV and FI has fewer unlinkable products, while BI has disproportionately high version mention counts. These could be explained by the distinctive usage patterns in different dataset.
Product names. Table 3 reports the statistics of product mentions and linking in the datasets. BC has the most diverse official products linked to, whereas BI has the most average mention per linked product. In terms of unique meta-products, SV and FI have only half as many compared with BI and BC. Noted that meta-product may not be consistent with the mention-level product linking, especially when multiple products are mentioned in a ticket.
Versions. We propose to extract version mentions along with product names and use both for official product linking task. As shown in Table 4 , all datasets, except FI, have a reasonable ratio of tickets having at least one version mention, with BI having the highest. BI also has the highest version association rate for both linkable and unlinkable products, with 96.5% and 96.2% , respectively. Observation 1. Product name mentions take various surface forms. Customers extensively use, even create aliases for products when composing a support ticket. Table 5 shows the surface forms for 'SAP NetWeaver 7.4' and their counts in the annotated tickets. There exist exceptional and erroneous cases due to legacy reasons, or by mistake. We observe that some surface forms are token subset of the official name (e.g., 'SAP NetWeaver', 'NetWeaver'); some contain all uppercase letters and numbers from the official names (e.g., 'SAP NW', 'NW7.4'). After all, string similarities between the surface forms and their official names may vary in different tickets. To make confident extraction and linking decisions, external knowledge and resources should be leveraged.
Observation 2. A mention may link to multiple products; many of them are the same product with different versions.
Due to the Observation 1, mapping surface form product mentions to official names are not trivial. It is especially challenging to disambiguate the same products with different versions. Customers may use the same acronym for different versions of a product. The lower portion of Table 5 shows all official products which 'NW' is linked to. The top-3 most frequently linked names are the same product with different versions. During linking, version mentions appear in the same ticket could be useful for dictation.
Observation 3. Without a knowledge base, linking is challenging even for domain experts.
Much research efforts on entity linking task focus on mapping entity mentions to their corresponding concepts in a knowledge base (e.g., Wikipedia) [38] . Without a structured knowledge base or an alias table, linking task is challenging even for human annotators. In our case, only a ticket and a product catalog are available as input. During annotation, the experts use much of their background knowledge and discretion for linking, which may be unexplicit and speculative. To model this process, we explore external and interentity features, especially between product and version mentions, to improve linking performance.
MENTION EXTRACTION AND LINKING
Our system consists of two main modules for software mentions extraction and linking tasks, respectively. Both take a ticket and the product catalog as input. Multiple domain-specific features are generated from the labeled and unlabeled tickets. Using these features, we train a Linear Chain Conditional Random Fields (CRF) [14] extraction model and a Support Vector Regression 2 (SVR) model for Linking module.
Product Names Extraction
The extraction task is a domain-specific named entity extraction, or named entity recognition (NER) problem, which is an instance of the sequence labeling task, technically. We use a CRF model with the features to be discussed in Section 4.2. The model is also used in similar applications with different features [36, 41, 42] . Compared with the increasingly popular neural network-based models, the CRF model has the following advantages. It is flexible in incorporating additional categorical signals as features, and easier to train on dataset with sparse labels. It also provides certain explainability, by assigning explicit weights to each feature for a label [35] .
Features
We use both labeled and unlabeled tickets, also incorporating external resources to generate the following groups of features.
Basic Features. Following previous studies [36, 41] , we use lexical and grammatical features in a base model. Specifically, for each word, we consider its current form, lowercase, prefixes, suffixes, and word shape as features. Part-of-Speech (POS) tags and prefixes of the tags generated from Stanford CoreNLP tool 3 are also used as features for each token. In addition, n-gram are considered for a word to include its neighbors in a context window size of 5.
Word Clusters. Word clustering techniques, specifically Brown Clustering [5] , has been effective in mitigating the term sparsity problem in general and specific domain NER systems [31, 41, 42] . It assumes that similar words should appear in the same contexts. During training, for each iteration, the algorithm merges semantically similar words into a fixed number of classes based on the log-probability and incurs the least loss in global mutual information. After training with the unlabeled tickets as input, the output vocabularies is organized in a binary tree structure, such that each word can be represented using a bitstring cluster ID. We use the prefixes of 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20 bits to represent a word as features.
Word embedding techniques [3, 20, 25] are significant recent advancements in text representation. Unlike Brown Clustering, word embedding models output dense vectors from training. Semantically similar words are close to each other in the embedding spaces. We apply three different word embedding models, namely Word2Vec [21] , Glove [25] and FastText [3] on the unlabeled tickets to generate word vector models with 100 dimensions each. In postprocessing, we apply a k-means clustering algorithm to produce 500, 1000, 1500, 2000, 3000 clusters for each embedding model and use the cluster IDs as word features. Prototypes. In [9] , Guo et al. compare different ways of using word vectors as features for the CRF model in NER task and propose a novel approach based on prototype-driven learning [10] . It assumes that the semantically similar words should be tagged with the same label. Following their method, we generate prototype features for each entity label by analyzing the collocation of labels and words. Specifically, the normalized pointwise mutual information (NPMI) [4] is computed for a label l and word w using
. In labeled tickets, we calculate NPMI score for each word-entity label pairs, then rank the words in descending order of the score for each label. We empirically choose the top 50 words as prototypes for each label. The top 5 prototype words for each label are shown in Table 6 . Binary features are generated for a word token by checking if it is in the prototype list of each label.
Search Results. Rüd et al. [32] propose that a public search engine can be a useful tool to determine the validity of an entity or a phrase to a domain. Intuitively, if a span of words is a valid software name or related to the field, a search engine will return more IT-related links in its results. To this end, we experimented with the Bing Web Search 4 . Specifically, we use a token and its surrounding words to form a query as input to the search engine and collect the topk results returned (e.g., k = 50). Each result entry contains title, summary, and URL. Subsequently, we compute the ratio of results having query terms in their title, summary, and URL, respectively. Also, we compute the ratio of results having predefined domain indicator words (e.g., the company name) in their results.
However, querying search engines is not always free of cost. To reduce the number of candidate queries, we filter all possible n-grams using POS tag patterns, query likelihood score [33] , and heuristics. Query likelihood score is the joint probability of neighboring tokens, obtained using a language model trained on unlabeled tickets. Phrases with query likelihood score below 0.7 are filtered as they are unlikely to be occur. After filtering, 75,000 valid queries are used as input to the API. The computed ratios from search results, also the query likelihood scores, are rounded to the nearest 0.01 and used as categorical features.
Wikipedia. We take the software names from a Wikipedia page 5 for a crowd-sourced list with reasonable quality. The names are post-processed and used for token and n-grams lookup.
Algorithm 1: Dictionary constuction
Input :p ∈ P a formal software product name in the product catalog P; training ticket sets with entity annotation and linking T T r ain ; word embedding models E Output :C, list of names of p 1 C ← ∅; 2 foreach ticket t ∈ T T r ain do
Dictionary. Previous works [41, 42] manually create dictionaries and observe performance improvement in their NER tasks. Chen et al. [6] propose an unsupervised method to build software-specific dictionary of synonyms and acronyms, using distributed word similarities. Inspired by their approach, we design an algorithm using a combination of semantic similarity and heuristics, to build a dictionary automatically, with the labeled mentions as seed candidates. The outline of the algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1.
In Section 3.2, we observe that a mention m could be a substring, or have common tokens with its official name p. In Line 4, we consider each token of p as candidates, and use heuristic to derive more. The following 3 rules are detailed as example:
(1) p less the company name, with and without the version, e.g., 'SAP NetWeaver 7.4' → 'NetWeaver 7.4', 'NetWeaver'. In Line 5, the nearest neighbors are obtained from trained word embedding models (Section 4.2). During experiments, we observe that the same word may have different nearest neighbors in different word vector models. Therefore, we use multiple embedding models for dictionary building. In Line 6, all candidates from previous steps are merged, together with their lowercase forms. Once built, for a token in ticket, a binary feature is generated representing if it matches an entry in the dictionary.
Product Name Linking
Outputs from the extraction module are the inputs to the linking module. Given a mention m and its version v in a ticket with a ticket-level meta-product t, the task is to create a mapping from a mention to the correct official product m → p ∈ P. We assume each mapping is independent of other mappings in the same ticket. Note that the version mention v and meta-product t may not be always available for every mention m.
We employ a pairwise linking model for the task. Specifically, given a pair of mention and product ⟨m, p⟩, the model is trained to determine the likelihood of having m correctly linked to p with Table 7 : Features for linking a mention m with version v, to an official product p, and ticket-level meta-product t. + is vector addition operation.
Feature Description
Alphabetical m has only alphabetic characters.
Numerical m has only digits, dashes, and dots.
Exact match m is an exact match of p.
Substring match m is a substring of p.
Character subset Characters in m and p in the same order. Character count Number of characters in m.
Common char
Count of common characters. Surface match m is an exact match of p.
Surface subset m is a substring of p. Embedding similarity of m + v + t and p. sim(t, p)
Embedding similarity of t and p.
a score between 0 and 1. For each m, the likelihood scores are computed for all possible p's and the p with the highest pair score is taken as the linking target. Formally, Γ(m) = arg max p ∈ P ϕ(m, p) where ϕ(m, p) is a regression model. We deploy a SVR model to estimate the probability ϕ, using the features detailed in Table 7 . In training data, the labeled ⟨m, p⟩ pairs are positive samples. For each positive sample, a negative pair ⟨m, p′⟩ is generated with a random p′ ∈ P ∧ p′ p. During testing, all possible pairs are generated for each m ∈ M t est , i.e., ⟨m, p ∈ P⟩ as input to the trained model. p in the pair that has the highest score is the linking result.
EXPERIMENTS
We randomly split each labeled dataset into 70/10/20 percents as training, validation, and testing sets. Using the features and models discussed, we first evaluate the product name extraction and linking modules, then examining outputs from the end-to-end system for error analysis.
Standard Precision (Pr ), Recall (Re), and F 1 measures are used as evaluation metrics. The extraction module is first evaluated at the entity level with strict matching for entity types. A predicted entity is a "true positive", if and only if both the word spans and entity type are correct. In addition, we also include the metrics used in Message Understanding Conference (MUC) share task [7] to provide a lenient measure of Pr , Re, and F 1, considering partial matching [22] .
Comparing system outputs with the golden labels, MUC measures account for 4 numbers: 1) the number of entity boundary correct α, 2) the number of type correct β, 3) total number of possible answers (boundaries and classes in golden labels) γ , and 4) total number of output answers (boundaries and classes in output) δ . MUC metrics are computed using Pr MU C = 
Baseline methods
In recent years, deep neural network models have been increasingly popular in NER applications. It is interesting to see how does the CRF model using our proposed features stand against its neural counterparts. To this end, we select 4 popular deep neural network models for named entity extraction as baselines [15, 18, 24, 26] . These models have similar encoder-decoder frameworks, only different in choices of certain network layers. Except for Chiu et al. [24] , all other models use a CRF output layer. We represent them by their
and GRU 8 -GRU-CRF [26] . Both LSTM and GRU models are bi-directional, incorporating contextual information from both left and right side of the current token. The details of each model are beyond the scope of this paper. The performance of neural models is subjective to parameters tuning. We adopt the same common parameter settings for all models, i.e., using 100 and 25 dimension vectors for word embeddings and character embeddings, respectively. Each model is trained using tickets from the training set, optimized on the validation set and evaluated on testing set.
For the linking module, it is not straight forward to compare with standard entity linking methods which are using a knowledge base as input. We choose Fuzzy string matching using different queries, as well as the models from [41] and [36] as baselines. Fuzzy string matching computes Levenshtein Distance [16] between a query string q and each p ∈ P. Three variations of q are proposed:
is string concatenation. The p with the minimal distance is linked to m. Ties are broken by comparing the probability of p occur in all tickets.
GLEN [41] is a rule-based linking method explicitly designed for mobile phone names normalization. We modify the approach using a candidate voting with confidence score computed similarly. For each of m and the top-k most similar words in embedding space, inversely lookup for p using the candidate names generated in Section 4.2. p with the most congregated vote is linked to m. We heuristically set k to 200.
ProdLink [36] uses features extracted from m and the descriptions of each product to train a Random Forest 9 classifier for linking. 9 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Random_forest Since P does not contain detail product descriptions in our setting, we tokenize p to generate the features described in [36] . Figure 2 presents results from the extraction models, with each row a dataset. The left column shows the average performance for all entity types in a strict entity level evaluation. While the right column shows the MUC metrics. It appears that the results from neural network models fluctuate over different datasets, perhaps due to the differences in ratio of labels. In comparison, performance of the CRF model with the proposed features is more consistent. It is better than the baselines in Precision and F 1 on all datasets, in both columns. Remarkably, when the labels are sparse in dataset FI, the model shows a definite advantage over the neural models. However, the CRF model on BC and BI datasets yield Recall either on par with or slightly worse than baselines. One explanation is that, without domain-specific and external signals, the neural models may generalize well (higher recall), but making more false positive predictions (lower precision). Except for the CNN-LSTM-SOFTMAX model, the other neural network models consist of a linear CRF model as a network layer. A question raised is how the CRF layer would affect the performance of a model in NER task on noisy text data. Sutton and McCallum [35] recommend the use of binned features instead of real-valued features as input to a CRF model for better performance. In neural models, the output from the word encoding/hidden layer is used directly as input to the CRF layer for tagging output [15] . Performance improvements are reported when applied in news dataset. It could be the noise in ticket text that limit the effectiveness of the model in general. On the other hand, the model using CNN for character feature extraction exhibits mixed results compared to models with LSTM encoder. Overall, the CRF model with the proposed features shows superior performance in Precision and F 1 in most cases, but not as significant in Recall. However, the comparisons among neural models are inconclusive. Factors that may affect the performance of these models deserve a separate study.
Experimental Results
To understand the impact of individual feature groups in our CRF model, we compare the MUC F 1 scores with word clusters, prototypes, search results, Wikipedia and dictionary features removed ( Table 8 ). The results in the last row are from the model only using the basic features. The model without using dictionary observe the most significant decline in MUC F 1. Removing other feature groups also have some negative, but less influence on the overall performance, showing the overall effectiveness of the features.
In Table 9 , we show the most significant features from the trained CRF models on each dataset, per entity type. The weights correspond to the relative influence of a feature on the result of a model. The dictionary features are dominant for linkable product names for all datasets. Prototype features are more useful for identifying unlinkable product names, while past surface form mentions are the most important features for version extraction. Word substring, shape, and cluster features are useful for all entity types. In comparison, importance of the search results are less permanent, even compared with the query likelihood feature which is used to quantify the quality of a query. Table 10 compares the linking performance of 3 variations of our method (M1-3) with the baselines. In general, M2 and M3 are the top 2 performers in all metrics over all datasets. Remarkably on dataset BI, compared to the lowest fuzzy matching baseline, incorporating version information (M2) increases precision and recall by 74% and 120%, respectively. Improvements are also observed on other datasets too. It shows the usefulness of using version entities for product linking in our task. M2 produces results that are consistently better compared to result from M1, which only using q = m. It validates our idea of using 'version' as a key feature in the linking task. However, after adding meta-product t into the query (M3), the results are mixed. Specifically, performance on SV and FI are worse than M2. Recall that the datasets only have half as many unique meta-product as the other 2 datasets. It appears that t does not contribute to linking model when many tickets share the same meta-products in a dataset.
Error analysis
To study the end-to-end system output, we assume any version token in a window of flexible size is associated to a product mention m. Specifically, let m be at position 0, the left boundary of the window is max(−2, pos w ) and the right boundary is min(6, pos w ), where pos w is the relative position of another product mention w. In Figure 3 , we choose 3 test tickets from SV, BC, and FI to illustrate typical outcomes and errors generated from their respective models. Specifically, we focus on the following three types of errors.
Error Type 1: Wrong entity. In Ticket 106, a product mention "Solution Manager" is correctly recognized by the extraction model. Without any version token in its context window, the meta-product is useful for linking the mention to the correct entity, i.e., 'SAP Solution Manager 7.1'. In the same ticket, a token "DATA" is falsely recognized as a product, largely due to its uppercase shape. The subsequent linking result is incorrect and ignored.
Error Type 2: Correct entity, wrong linking. In Ticket 288, a positive mention "SAP Netweaver" is correctly linked to its entity, using the version mention next to it. However, "EP" is correctly recognized as a product mention but linked to an incorrect product.
Error Type 3: Missed entity Our extraction system failed to extract mentions from Ticket 196. The term "Sfin" is a rare acronym of 'SAP Simple Finance'. For such case, more investigations are required to generalize the model to recognize rare and new acronyms, thus improve the recall. We have a problem to download Licence data systems from SAP Support Portal to XXXX in Solution Manager. Systems DATA from our customer XXXX with … We are using EP system XXXX based on SAP Netweaver 7.4 SP11 Java stack only.
We have migrated to Sfin 15xx SP15xx and we have noticed that … Figure 3 : Outputs from the end-to-end system on 3 tickets from SV, BC, and BI. The true positive results from product and version extraction are highlighted in green and yellow respectively. False negative entities are underlined. Positive linkings are in solid curves and orange boxes, while the false negative linkings are dashed curves. False positive linking is grey.
CONCLUSION
This paper studies software product name extraction and linking problem from support tickets. We annotate and analyze tickets from a production system. With the insights derived from the analysis, domain features are designed from local, contextual, as well as external resources. We demonstrate that, with deliberately designed features, the linear models are able to outperform the state-ofthe-art baselines, even when labels are sparse. For future work, we would like to investigate of neural network models in details, especially the integration with domain knowledge and performing joint entity extraction and linking.
